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SUBLIMATION QUICK STOP
Sublimation

By Kevin Lumberg & TJ Kvilhaug

WHO WILL BE THERE TO HELP 
WHEN NEEDED

Sublimation is not an overly hard tech-
nology to do. It’s designing an image in 
a graphics program, printing it using a 
sublimation printer and ink, and then 
using a heat press to transfer the image to 
a blank substrate. But, like any technology 
or decorating process, things can happen. 

When those things happen, who is 
going to be there to help you out and 
stand behind the items you have pur-
chased? What time and temperature do 
you use with that specific sublimation 
ink and blank product to get the absolute 
best results? The good distributors provide 
technical assistance to their customers. 

At Johnson Plastics, we have a technical 
support team of eight people trained to 
assist with sublimation questions. Further, 
we have trained sublimation professionals 
in seven of our nine branches. We take tech-
nical support seriously, because you will 
need it at times. However, this technical sup-
port does not come without a cost. There 
are a lot of companies out there that sell 
products cheap, but there generally isn’t any 
technical support available. Check out the 
Internet discussion sites, and you will see 
post after post of frustrated people asking 
basic questions about how to sublimate 
a blank product—many times, they have 
stacks of ruined products. If they had a good 
vendor partner to ask those basic questions, 
they wouldn’t need to ask an online forum. 

Further, products from different manu-
facturers can be completely different and 

have different sublimation instructions 
to get the best results. If you don’t know 
those exact processes, you probably are 
not getting the results you could. The time 
and effort of figuring it out on your own 
is a hidden cost you pay.

WHY DOES YOUR STUFF LOOK 
BETTER THAN MINE?

When we display at trade shows, our 
sample products are done with the basic 
equipment and products that are available 
to our customers. We use basic graphics 
and photos on them because we want to 
showcase the quality that all of our cus-

W hen you read the headline of this article, the first thing we want you to know is that we are 
not against cheap products and equipment. Cheap can be great… but sometimes it can go 
frighteningly bad. At first, it sounds great, but shortly after choosing the cheap route, it could 

turn out to be a disaster. You need to go into cheap with your eyes wide open and be able to identify the 
possible hidden costs of buying cheap. As the saying goes, there is no such thing as a free lunch.

The Hidden 
Costs of Cheap
SAVING MONEY UP FRONT COULD COST YOU IN THE LONG RUN

One-on-one customer 
training is important 
when it comes to 
technical support and 
often doesn’t come with 
cheaper equipment 
purchases. 
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SUBLIMATION QUICK STOP

tomers should be able to attain. If your 
products do not look as good then you are 
doing something incorrectly or using infe-
rior products, equipment or materials. We 
talk to people all the time at trade shows 
and they don’t know that they could pro-
duce better-looking products. 

Our goal is to test every product and 
piece of equipment so that we know how 
to use it the best way possible and create 
the best sublimation products available 
on the market. We feel that if our cus-
tomers sell better-looking products than 
their competitors, they will be more suc-
cessful in the end. Better-looking products 
have a higher perceived value to your cus-
tomers, which means you can charge more 
for them and make higher profits.

WHY CONSISTENCY IS KEY 
Even the highest quality products can 

periodically have issues, and that can 
affect your end products that you sell to 
your customers. Above all in sublimation, 
consistency is key to good-looking sub-
limated products. As we have discussed 
before, sublimation is a combination of 
time, pressure and temperature. If you 
lock down those variables, you can lock 
down consistent results. 

Keep in mind that the coatings on prod-
ucts can affect these three variables. Mil-
lions upon millions of dollars are invested 
by the large sublimation coating compa-
nies to produce and maintain consistent-
coated sublimation products. They invest 
in the cleanliness of their facilities to pre-
vent dust and debris in the coating, and 

they invest in getting a consistent coating 
cure. If the coating is not cured correctly, it 
can affect paper sticking to the material. If 
the coating gets too soft during the subli-
mation process while heating up, the paper 
grain will be imprinted into the glossy 
coating, which gives you an orange peel or 
mottling effect to your finished product. 
Softer cheap coatings can also wear off in 
the case of mobile device cases. Further, if 
there are variances in the thickness of the 
coating, you will get different color satura-
tions on your finished products.

THE HIDDEN COST OF 
INCONSISTENCY

Now that we have talked about how 
important consistency is, how does that affect 
you? As we said, many people search for the 
cheapest product or equipment, and that is 
certainly understandable. But, if your coatings 
are not consistent on those cheaper products, 
you may have to do more of them to get a 
good final result. You may have to test the 
product out each and every time to zero in 
on the best time, temperature and pressure. 

What if your customer sees other prod-
ucts sublimated by someone that uses 
better quality products and sees better 
results? There are some who won’t care 
much, as they are also only looking for 
the lowest cost products. But others most 
certainly will notice and want the higher 
quality product. So, at the very least, you 
should give your customer the choice in 
quality of products that are available.

The second part of the consistency 
model is cheap equipment. There is no 

question that cheap equipment produces 
cheap products. It is just a fact of life, and 
it is cheap for a reason. If you only have 
a low amount of money to invest in your 
business, and you can only afford cheap 
equipment, then it can make sense to go 
for the lower price. But realize that it is a 
give-and-take, and generally higher quality 
equipment will last longer and produce 
better products. The cheap equipment 
may not last as long, causing you to spend 
more money for replacement equipment. 
You will need to look at your short term 
and long term costs for the equipment—
generally, better quality equipment has a 
lower long term cost.

GO INTO THE SUBLIMATION 
WORLD WITH EYES WIDE OPEN

Now you should have a better idea of 
the hidden costs of purchasing cheap sub-
limation equipment and products. You 
know that you should look at all sides and 
take into account those hidden costs when 
you decide where and what to purchase. If 
you do those things, you will be set up for 
success in the sublimation world.

Kevin Lumberg is a Sublimation Sales Spe-
cialist and TJ Kvilhaug is a Large Format 
Sublimation Account Manager at Johnson 
Plastics. Visit Johnson Plastics at www.john-
sonplastics.com. For further information, 
Kevin can be reached at 800-869-7800 ext. 
5737 or by email at kevinl@johnsonplastics.
com. TJ can be reached at 800-869-7836 or 
by email at tomk@johnsonplastics.com.

Equipment testing 
is something many 
manufacturers 
of higher priced 
products do 
regularly. 

A comparison of 
two phone case 
inserts. The one 

on the left has 
a higher quality 

coating and a 
higher quality 

sublimation paper 
was used with it.
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